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Packet by Minnesota

Tossups

1. Primary shock waves travel at a velocity of 6.5 kilometers per second above this level, while below it they move at 8 kilometers per second, thus reflecting a change in composition and density. Lying approximately 35 kilometers beneath the continents, it was discovered in 1909 by analyzing the seismic waves generated by earthquakes. FTP, what is this demarcation named for a Croatian geophysicist that separates the Earth’s crust from its mantle?

Answer: Mohorovicic discontinuity

2. In 1503 this military engineer worked on a project to reroute the Arno River around Pisa, a year after serving as a field attache to Cesare Borgia. Twenty years earlier he entered the employ of Ludovic Sforza, the Duke of Milan, already having designed portable bridges and armored wagons in his coded notebooks. FTP, who was this Renaissance man who also painted The Virgin of the Rocks, The Last Supper, and the Mona Lisa?

Answer: Leonardo da Vinci (first or last name acceptable)

3. Started by Russell, Majors, and Waddell, it was credited with keeping California in the Union even though it lost over $200,000 during its existence. It began operation on April 3rd, 1860 and over the proceeding eighteen months its riders covered the two thousand mile route between St. Joseph, Missouri and Sacramento in ten days. FTP, what was this cross-country horsed-based mail delivery system?

Answer: Pony Express

4. A picaresque section in this novel includes the protagonist saving Mrs. Waters from an aggressive soldier and his encounters with the jealous Mr. Fitzpatrick. Traveling with the schoolmaster-turned-barber Partridge, the title character travels to London while trying to prevent his love Sophia Western from marrying his half-brother Blifil. FTP, what is this novel by Henry Fielding in which a foundling is revealed to be the true heir of Squire Allworthy?
 
Answer: The History of Tom Jones, a Foundling

5. He was a standout wrestler at the University of North Carolina where he earned a bachelor’s and PhD in political science. He voted against education reform based on standardized tests due to his own experience of scoring less than 800 on the SAT, and he opposed both the Gulf War and the Authorization of Force Against Iraq resolution. A professor at Carleton College from 1969 to 1989, FTP, who was this liberal Senator killed in a 2002 plane crash?

Answer: Paul Wellstone

6. Some anthropologists have speculated that this concept is the origin of some of the dietary laws prohibiting the killing of animals that appears in biblical literature. It holds that that every tribe of people evolved from separate species of animals and comes from the Ojibwa term for “brother-sister kinship.” FTP, what is this belief, paired with “taboo” as the subject of a Freud work, which has been applied to the guardian spirits carved into poles by tribes in the Pacific Northwest? 

Answer: Totemism

7. Created by Alan Livingston in 1946, Pinto Colvig was the first on television. Among the actors who portrayed this character in different markets were Larry Harmon, who purchased the marketing rights to him, and Willard Scott, who acted in this role in Washington before becoming Ronald McDonald. FTP, what clown show featuring many pies ended its forty-year run on WGN in August 2001?

Answer: Bozo the Clown

8. Although the Kokka form is now discontinued, the Jinja, Kyoha, and Minzoku varieties of this religion are still practiced. Because it does not have its own moral code, many adherents have adopted a spiritualized form of Confucianism. Practiced by more than half of the adults in its country of origin, it involves the worship of spirits and nature forces known as kami. FTP, what is this religion that once claimed the Emperor of Japan as a deity? 

Answer: Shinto

9. Also called phthisis, the bovine form of this disease affects the bones and joints while the human form is pulmonary in nature. Primarily transmitted through respiratory inhalation, its highest incidence occurs in densely populated urban regions and prisons. Robert Koch discovered the bacillus agent responsible for this disease characterized by its namesake lesions. FTP, what is this highly infectious disease once known as consumption?

Answer: Tuberculosis (prompt on early buzz of “consumption”)

10. This man interrupted his studies at William and Mary to enlist and was present at Valley Forge in the winter of 1777 and 1778. Returning to Virginia two years later to study under Thomas Jefferson, he entered politics and served in the Senate, as governor, and as minister to both France and Britain. Appointed Secretary of State in 1811, FTP who was this man who became Secretary of War in 1814 and simultaneously held those two cabinet posts until he was elected President in 1816?

Answer: James Monroe

11. This play features a trial in which the defense claims that a mother is not a parent but rather a vessel for the father’s offspring. The setting switches from the temple of Apollo at Delphi to the temple of Athena in Athens, where the title characters lodge their claims of blood guilt. FTP, what is this Aeschylus play in which the Furies attempt to punish Orestes for killing his mother Clytemnestra until they are thwarted and forced to assume their aspect of “the Kindly Ones”?
 
Answer: The Eumenides

12. He viewed the home as a "machine for living in". His architecture saw buildings reduced to their simplest geometric shapes and his city planning physically separated the individual functions of the metropolis. In 1925 his Plan Voisin proposed the application of his principles to the city of Paris, but fortunately it was not adopted. He did receive a commission to design the capital of the Indian State of Punjab, Chandigarh. FTP who was this Swiss-French architect known for putting buildings on concrete pylons? 

Answer: Le Corbusier or Charles Edouard Jeanneret

13. Several critics have accused her of falsifying events recounted in her self-titled 1983 autobiography that describes the systematic tortures and murders of her family members by her native country’s military dictatorship. A Quiche [QUE chay] Indian, she fled to Mexico in 1981 where she began her work to promote the rights of peasants and native peoples. FTP, who is this Guatemalan recipient of the 1992 Nobel Peace Prize?  
Answer: Rigoberta Menchu

14. Famous ones include the “Countess of Stanlein” and the “Davydov,” and Heitor Villa-Lobos composed his Bachianas brasileiras for eight of these instruments and a soprano. It replaced the viola da gamba as a solo instrument, and along with the harpsichord it provided the basso continuo. FTP, what is this bass string instrument whose performers, such as Pablo Casals, “do it on a chair with their legs spread wide open.”

Answer: Violoncello

15. “Messenger of Death”, “Burning Love”, and “Porch Pals” are among the episodes of this show that originally featured Rich Uncle Skeleton. A short-lived “Friends Hour” featured Ku Klux Klam and Disgruntled Goat, and its namesake amusement park was briefly overrun by robots. Created by Chester J. Lampwick and produced by Roger Meyers, Jr., all of the voices are provided by June Bellamy. FTP, what is this cartoon that once starred Homer as Poochie, a regular feature of the Krusty the Klown show?

Answer: The Itchy and Scratchy Show

16. Neglect Mercury, and assign the value of 0.3 Astronomical Units to Venus. Then to find the orbital radius of any planet, take the orbital ratio of the one next closest to the sun and double it and add 0.4 AUs. FTP, what is this empirical law named for a German astronomer that led to the discovery of the "missing planet" between Mars and Jupiter- the asteroid belt? 

Answer: Titius-Bode Law

17. This philosopher and historian of ideas examined the concept of man in the context of power and deviancy. His analysis of insanity in western culture was Madness and Civilization, while his work about the treatment of criminals was entitled Discipline and Punish. FTP, who was this French post-structuralist who died of AIDS after the publication of the third volume of his History of Sexuality but who did not have an eponymous pendulum?

Answer: Michel Foucault

18. It was violated by Japan’s Twenty-one Demands in 1915, but it was later reaffirmed by the Nine-Power Treaty signed at the 1922 Washington Conference. Among its tenets was that no great power was exempt from paying harbor or railroad charges and that only the Chinese government should collect taxes on trade. Ultimately permitting equal trade access, FTP, what was this policy designed by Secretary of State John Hay to oppose the development of spheres of influence in China?

Answer: Open Door Policy

19. Although he wanted to abolish social classes and eliminate politics altogether, he influenced the 1892 Populist Party platform through his magazine The Nationalist. He attempted to recapture the success of his 1888 novel with a sequel, Equality, which was met by mixed reviews. Setting his primary work in Boston in the year 2000, FTP, who was this social commentator and author of the utopian novel Looking Backward?

Answer: Edward Bellamy

20. First stated in Latin as ut tensio, sic vis, this general law of mechanics states for a deformable body that stress is equal to strain times the shear modulus of the material. More generally, it applies to any system in which a displacement results in a linearly related restoring force, and thus is characterized by a point of stable equilibrium. FTP, what is this law that applies to oscillating systems of masses on springs and pendulums, which is named for its British discover?

Answer: Hooke’s Law

21. Nearly all of his most famous pieces have never toured the world much less moved from their places of creation. His projects, working with his wife, are financed through the sale of preparatory artwork and schematics. Slightly more mobile works include The Wall of Oil Barrels and Yellow Storefront. FTP what Bulgarian-born artist created the temporary and immobile works Valley Curtain, Running Fence, The Pont Neuf Wrapped, and The Reichstag Wrapped?

Answer: Christo Javacheff



Bonuses

1. Given two locations, name the bridge connecting them FTPE

A. San Francisco, CA and Marin County, CA

Answer: Golden Gate Bridge

B. Staten Island [STAT nye lan], NY and Brooklyn, NY

Answer: Verrazano Narrows Bridge

C. Upper Peninsula, Michigan and Lower Peninsula, Michigan.

Answer: Mackinac Straits Bridge


2. Identify the aromatic compounds formed when the given functional groups bond to a benzene ring FTPE.

A. Hydroxide

Answer: Phenol

B. Ethylene

Answer: Styrene or vinylbenzene

C. Two methyl groups

Answer: Xylene


3. 30-20-10, identify the civil rights leader.

A. Ordained a Pentecostal minister in 1964 at the age of nine, this man recorded the album God Smiled on Me with James Brown.

B. This man founded the National Action Network in 1991 to promote populist social policies through voter education and by confronting corporate racism, but he was stabbed in a Bensonhurst schoolyard later that year.

C. This New York-based African-American activist led the team that represented Tawana Brawley in 1987. Known for his sculpted hair, he is currently involved in a $1 billion lawsuit against HBO for broadcasting a tape showing him in an FBI drug sting.

Answer: Rev. Al Sharpton


4. Identify the following explorers FTPE.

A. He antagonized the Iroquois so much that they forever hated the French. He discovered the source of the St. Laurence River in Lake Ontario and earlier founded Quebec.

Answer: Samuel de Champlain

B. This conqueror of Puerto Rico discovered Florida in 1513 while searching for the fountain of youth.

Answer: Juan Ponce de Leon

C. He participated in the conquest of Peru, but made his name by travelling the southeast US where he made the first European discovery of the Mississippi River.

Answer: Hernando De Soto


5. Maxim magazine described this novel as "Leopold Bloom wanders Dublin thinking about sex and roast kidney". FTPE:

A. Name this work by James Joyce.

Answer: Ulysses

B. This wife of Leopold Bloom provides the forty-page single-sentence interior monologue that concludes Ulysses with the line “…yes I said yes I will Yes.”

Answer: Marion Tweedy “Molly” Bloom

C. Bloom is plagued by the knowledge that his wife is having an affair with this concert manager who wins some money by gambling on a boxing match.

Answer: Blazes Boylan (accept either name)


6. In the bible, it is said that all of the Jews are descended from Isaac. FTSNOP:
 
A. For 10 points, from what “wild ass of a man” are all the Arabs descended?

Answer: Ishmael or Ismail

B. For 5 points, who was the father of Ishmael?

Answer: Abraham or Abram

C. For 10 points, what handmaid of Abraham’s wife Sarah was the mother of Ishmael?

Answer: Hagar

D. For a final 5 points, Abraham and Sarah are said to be buried in the cave of Mach-pelah in what West Bank city?

Answer: Hebron


7. Identify the communist forces of Southeast Asia FTPE.

 A.  This leftist group whose name means “Lao country” took control of Laos in 1975.

Answer: Pathet Lao

 B.  This radical communist organization led by Pol Pot ruled Cambodia from 1975 to 1979.

Answer: Khmer Rouge

 C.  This military branch of the Philippine communist party began with guerilla raids against the forces of Ferdinand Marcos in 1968 and continued to oppose later democratic governments, particularly that of Corazon Aquino. 

Answer: New People's Army


8. Identify the following parts of the human ear FTPE.

A. All or nothing, name the three bones of the middle ear.

Answer: Malleus or hammer; Incus or anvil; Stapes or stirrup

B. Name the snail-shaped structure that contains the organs of Corti, which convert vibrations into electrical impulses.

Answer: Cochlea

C. This structure in the inner ear is attached to the semicircular canals and contains clusters of hair cells called cupula that serve to maintain dynamic equilibrium.

Answer: Ampulla


9. Gov. Ventura wants to pass a law permitting the performance of only Russian opera on A Prairie Home Companion. FTPE, identify the composers from opera titles.

A. A Life for the Czar

Answer: Mikhail Glinka

B. Eugene Onegin

Answer: Peter Ilich Tchaikovsky

C. Boris Godunov

Answer: Modest Musorgsky


10. Not all archaeologists can be Indiana Jones, there wouldn’t be enough excitement to go around. FTPE, given what they discovered, name the archaeologist.

A. The discovery of Machu Picchu in 1911

Answer: Hiram Bingham

B. The excavation of the city of Troy at Hisarlik beginning in1873

Answer: Heinrich Schliemann

C. The excavation of Stone Age Jericho, from 1951 to 1966.

Answer: Dame Kathleen Kenyon


11. Identify the author from a trilogy of works FTPE.

A. This author’s Lord of the Rings trilogy includes The Two Towers and The Return of the King.

Answer: John Ronald Reuel Tolkien

B. This author portrayed American society as being composed of two nations – one privileged, one powerless – in his U.S.A. trilogy, which includes The 42nd Parallel and 1919.

Answer: John Dos Passos

C. This author examined Canadian provincialism in Fifth Business, The Manticore, and World of Wonders, which comprise his Deptford trilogy.

Answer: Robertson Davies


12. Identify the rowdy college basketball arenas FTPE.

A. Named for a legendary Kentucky coach, it hosted the southeast regional finals in the 2002 NCAA men’s tournament?

 Answer: Rupp Arena

B. Home of "Coach K Court", this arena's fans are dubbed "Crazies".

 Answer: Cameron Indoor Arena

C. Nicknamed the "Barn", the Minnesota Golden Gophers play their home games here.

Answer: Williams Arena


13. Jeremiah Thompson Memorial Dinosaur Bonus. Identify the dinos FTPE.

A. Approximately six feet in length these “quick thieves” roamed what would become the Gobi Desert of Mongolia, preying upon Protoceratops.

Answer: Velociraptor

B. Weighing upwards of eighty tons, these “arm lizards” are the largest sauropods for which complete skeletons have been assembled. 

Answer: Brachiosaurus

C. Bigger than the brachiosaurus, but not quite as big as the argentinosaurus, remains of this “lizard earthquake god” were found in Oklahoma in 1994.

Answer: Sauroposeidon


14. Answer the following about the War of Austrian Succession.

A. The first stage of the war began when what Holy Roman Emperor and father of Maria Theresa died in 1740?

Answer: Charles VI

B. Frederick II of Prussia took advantage of the emperor’s death to invade what Habsburg province?

Answer: Silesia

C. At what 1743 battle did Austrian ally King George II lead the British army into the battle, the last time a British monarch commanded a military endeavor?

Answer: Battle of Dettingen


15. Identify these French writers FTPE.

A. This Romantic had his drama Le Roi s’amuse converted by Verdi into Rigoletto, although his The Hunchback of Notre Dame and Les Miserables had to wait until the twentieth century for musical adaptations.

Answer: Victor Hugo

B. This French master of the short story produced such tales as “The Necklace” and “Ball of Fat.”

Answer: Guy de Maupassant

C. This author used a prose form called a recit that consists of innocent first-person recollections leading to ironic revelations to examine moral ambiguity in works like The Immoralist and Straight Is the Gate.

Answer: Andre Gide


16. Identify the body of water separating the following countries FTPE.

A. Yemen and Somalia

Answer: Gulf of Aden

B. Iran and Oman

Answer: Gulf of Oman

C. Oman and India

Answer: Arabian Sea


17. Given the structure, identify the World’s Fair at which it was introduced, year and city FFPE.
 
A. Space Needle

Answer: Seattle, 1962

B. Trylon and Perisphere

Answer: New York, 1939-1940 (accept either year)

C. Buckminster Fuller's Geodesic Dome

Answer: Montreal, 1967


18. Identify the approximations FTPE.

A. A function can be expressed as an expansion around a given point as an infinite sum of terms with the form of the nth derivative of the function times the quantity of the argument of the function minus the given point raised to the nth power divided by n factorial.

Answer: Taylor series (do not accept Maclaurin series)

B. This is the special case in which a function is Taylor expanded around the origin.

Answer: Maclaurin series

C. For a large number N, this expansion allows the natural logarithm of N factorial to be expressed as N times the natural log of N, minus N.

Answer: Stirling’s approximation


19. Identify these last rulers of ancient dynasties FTPE.

A. The last member of the Mermnad dynasty, this wealthy king of Lydia ruled from 560 to 546 BC, when was defeated by Cyrus I.

Answer: Croesus

B. This last Achaemenid lost to Alexander the Great in 331 BC and was murdered the following year.

Answer: Darius III or Codommanus

C. This last Severan to be emperor of Rome was killed in 235 when the army under Maximinus Thrax mutinied.

Answer: Severus Alexander


20. Given a Shakespearean character, identify his or her killer, 5-5-10-10.

A. Mercutio in Romeo and Juliet

Answer: Tybalt

B. Polonius in Hamlet

Answer: Hamlet

C. Roderigo in Othello

Answer: Iago

D. Richard II in Richard II

Answer: Sir Pierce Exton


21. Name these dams from a description FTPE.

A. The oldest federal dam on the Columbia River and site of an Oregon salmon hatchery

Answer: Bonneville Lock and Dam

B. Mud dredged from the floor of the Missouri River was the material used to build this four mile long earthen dam in Montana, the largest of its kind.

Answer: Fort Peck Dam

C. The largest hydroelectric plant in North America, this concrete Washington dam is 550 feet tall.

Answer: Grand Coulee Dam


